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marmer authors are all represented by marianne schönbach.

marianne schönbach literary agency
is one of the most established and internationally well known literary agencies 
in the Dutch and Flemish language areas. We represent translation rights for 
outstanding clients from European countries, the us, Canada, Australia, Israel, 
Turkey and China, as well as the translation rights for Dutch authors. 

Marianne Schönbach has worked in the publishing and book industry for more 
than 20 years. She was an acquiring editor of German and foreign fiction, 
a publisher, a critic, a translator, and a member of several literary panels and jury’s. 
She completed her studies (Roman languages and literature, publicity and modern 
history) in Mainz (Germany) and in Aix-en-Provence (France). In 2001 she began 
her literary agency in Amsterdam, and welcomed her first client Piper Verlag.  
In 2013 there are 5 employees working at the agency. 

Marmer Publishers is present at the London Bookfair 
and the Frankfurter Buchmesse. Your contact for 
information about the books is Maria Vlaar,
freelance literary editor at Marmer Publishers.  
You can reach her at mg.vlaar@xs4all.nl and through 
her website www.mariavlaar.com.

More information on our stand



marmer publishers
Independent publishing house

Publishing house Marmer is a publisher of literature, poetry, fiction, 
non-fiction and children’s books. We publish twenty-five new titles 
a year, of which five are translations. We specialize in Dutch fiction and 
non-fiction and we publish translated literary fiction e.g. The Moorehawke 
trilogy by Celine Kiernan, Dr. Sefer by Ewa Lipska, Saturn by Jacek Dehnel, 
The Thousand by Kevin Guilfoile and most recently New York Times 
bestselling title Beautiful Ruins by Jess Walter.

Marmer was established in 2009 by Marc van Gisbergen. After working 
for several publishers (De Geus, Strengholt) Van Gisbergen started with 
Marmer because he recognized the opportunities in the changing business 
of publishing and bookselling. Over the past few years Marmer has grown 
into a steady publishing company, due to the success of authors like 
Mariëtte Middelbeek, Rita Spijker, Linda van Rijn and Bert van der Veer. 
Authors who appear in the Dutch best-seller lists. 

Marmer is known for its quality in publishing. We start every project with 
a thorough analysis of the market to establish the branding and positioning 
of the authors. In this respect Marmer distinguishes itself from other Dutch 
publishing companies. 

We hope your readers will also have a chance to enjoy our books and 
authors. Please find all necessary information inside this catalogue with 
translation rights.

Marc van Gisbergen
Publisher
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title 
The gadjo and the gypsy 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 384 p. 
coming books
◆ A27

Remus is a young, intelligent Romanian, living under Ceaușescu’s 
communist regime. Together with his best friend, Emil, an idealist and 
music student, he feels a strong yearning for freedom, living in a surrealistic 
dictatorship.
It seems to have been ordained by fate when he falls in love with Florica, 
a Roma girl. Her family’s traditions will not allow them to accept a gadjo 
– non-Roma – as her partner. They make a terrifying and thrilling escape 
across the river. Once in Italy, life as a refugee turns to be much harder than 
expected. Their happiness comes to an end when they are confronted by 
rightwing extremism. But the journey has not yet come to an end…
The love story of Remus and Florica reflects the strange ways Romanian 
refugees found – and lost – their freedom in Europe. Stefan Popa 
narrates the most amazing story about Romanians, Italian mafia, Spanish 
gypsy bands and well-to-do Dutch families who like employing cheap 
housekeepers from the poorer parts of Europe. Popa uses his dazzling 
style to bring a gypsy girl’s thirty years of wandering through Europe to a 
poignant end.

the press about stefan popa:

‘It is extraordinary that a debutant novelist dares to tell a story as 
inconvenient, dark and big as this. Above all, Popa is an animated 
storyteller with an urge to tell this present tale.’  
– vrij nederland

stefan p opa
The gadjo and the gypsy

stefan popa, half-Romanian himself, is 
not yet thirty but writes with experience that 
surpasses his years. He is an extraordinary 
talent!
 
Book of the month at dwdd, the most popular 
daily television show in the Netherlands.

special edition
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Meet Antonia, a single woman living in Spakenburg, a devout protestant 
village on the IJsselmeer. She runs a small bookshop with her very religious 
and depressed mother. Her older sister is retarded and a constant source of 
worry.
Antonia is fed up with her life. She wants a husband! But things don’t 
remain private for long in this conservative village. When she meets Adam 
through a contact ad in the newspaper, she has to face her mother and 
sister, who are hiding a horrible family secret. Is she really going to leave 
them for Adam?
In the meantime, Adam is not so sure either: he is dating another woman. 
When Antonia reveals the family secret; their marriage seems to be off.  
Or is it?

 
 
 
 
 
the press about wim duijst

‘Duijst is great in dialogue. Beautifully written!’ – vrij nederland

title 
A man from the paper 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 288 p.
previous books
◆ De engel van Spaekenburg
◆ Zwijgend verleden

wim duijst
A man from the paper

wim duijst grew up in Spakenburg himself, 
and describes masterfully and humorously 
how Protestantism interferes with peoples’ 
lives. For the readers of Gerbrand Bakker!

 

also published
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title 
Days we forgot 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 320 p. 
previous books 
◆ De kleur van de sterren
◆ The hidden prelude

After a garden party in a castle, three people disappear: Jean-Louis, the ill 
son of the count; Jacob, professor and friend of the count; and Johanna, the 
seductive teenage daughter of the local lawyer.
Thirty years later, a talented retired police detective constantly has this old 
case on his mind. Four others still have sleepless nights because of what 
happened. Charles is the son of the village shoemaker and the best friend 
of the disappeared boy. Charlotte is the younger sister of the girl who 
vanished. Annette owns the local pub, the place where many of the village’s 
secrets seem to be hidden. Finally, there is Victor, the village doctor and 
best friends with the count, the professor and the lawyer – a friendship that 
seems to have cooled after the fatal day.
What happened? What does Victor know? Who is to blame?

 

eveline vanhaverbeke
Days we forgot

eveline vanhaverbeke has written an 
intelligent psychological thriller, which is finely 
constructed and has an elegant style.
 

also published

about her earlier historical novel 
on the love between chopin and 
george sand the hidden prelude:

‘This beautiful novel is reminiscent of Arthur 
Japin’s novel Outside is the party.’ 
– culture website cutting edge
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He is a writer, so he’s poor. And then, all of a sudden, he wins 26 million 
euros in a lottery. What should he do? The main character in Life is a lottery 
can only think of one thing: getting rid of his money as soon as possible. He 
starts off well: in a luxury hotel, flying in escort girls from around the world. 
But he is soon bored and decides to buy himself a house in the countryside. 
He starts drinking. Can he ever write again?
Of course things don’t go in the way he expects them to. His fortune does 
not seem to be able to influence his fate. Memories of his beloved girlfriend, 
who died decades ago, haunt him. He visits his awful mother with his best 
friend. And the only conclusion he can reach about his life is that everything 
is literature.

 
 
the press about chrétien beukers

‘Most interesting… So sharp, original and humorous.’   
– leeuwarder courant ✴✴✴✴ 
 

title 
Life is a lottery 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 288 p. 
previous books 
◆ Son of Limburg

chrétien beukers
Life is a lottery

chrétien beukers, who is also a poet and 
blogger, is a writer with an incisive, ironic pen. 
His self-depreciation, masterly style and witty 
observations are a joy to read. 

 

also published

about son of limburg: 

‘Sharp and sentimental at the same time.’  
– de standaard 

‘What a result!’  
– leeuwarder courant ✴✴✴✴ 
 
‘Just beautiful.’  
– het parool
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title 
The house on the Sound 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 256 p. 
previous books 
◆ Retour Berlin Ostbahnhof

Karen Blixen, world famous thanks to Out of Africa, the film about her life 
in Africa starring Meryl Streep, returned to her family estate in Denmark 
in 1931. She tries to come to peace with her past, but instead preoccupies 
herself with eccentric parties and rituals, which horrify the staff. Journalist 
Dolores Thijs met Karen Blixen’s housekeeper Caroline Carlsen, who gave 
Thijs a frank recollection of her former employer’s secrets. The house on the 
Sound is a unique portrait of an intriguing and adventurous woman, who 
was at the same time a lonely soul, longing for love and affection.

 

d olores thijs
The house on the Sound

dolores thijs debuted with a novel which 
won the Flemish début prize. Then she worked 
as a freelance journalist for several different 
newspapers. In 2014, her memoir Retour Berlin 
Ostbahnhof was published, about her life as a 
teenager in East Germany.
 

also published
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What has been more controversial in recent history than the love between 
a Jewish woman, fleeing for the Nazis, and a German ss officer? The writer 
duo Drion and Van den Pol, specialised in the Second World War and how 
‘right and wrong’ effected Nazi collaboration, uncovered this true and 
amazing story.
Franz Pölzer is an ss officer from Austria fighting for Hitler. After being 
wounded, he is assigned as an officer at a camp in Mechelen in Belgium. He 
meets a young Jewish woman in the camp, who had to leave her baby in  the 
Netherlands, and falls in love with her. After saving her from deportation to 
the gas chambers, they ‘escape’ to Dresden, shortly before the war ends.
Many decades later, Judy, a mother and grandmother in Amsterdam, tries 
to solve a quarrel between her old parents. She finds a link to Styria in 
Austria, and slowly discovers the astonishing truth about her parents…

 
 
 
 

title 
The angel and the eagle 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 352 p. 

bet tina drion and  
 hans van den p ol

The angel and the eagle

bettina drion and hans van den pol  
In this heartrending and thrilling story, the 
truth seems to be far away. What is right 
and what is wrong? The authors succeed in 
challenging our conceptions about who is a 
friend and who is an enemy in a very elegantly 
structured love novel.
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title 
The woman collector 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 288 p. 
previous books 
◆ Celeste

The 38-year-old Luuk Assante, a quality manager for an international tin 
can manufacturer, travels all around the world. This way of life has enabled 
him to amass forty mistresses, all special and, above all, beautiful women 
who know him as Luciano and are unaware of each other’s existence.

Luuk, who has vowed never to fall in love with a Dutch woman, meets his 
compatriot Sonja Berkendaal at a party. He is initially rejects his feelings. 
When he nevertheless decides to enter into a relationship with her, he has 
no choice but to bid his mistresses farewell.

Together with Martin, he comes to a drastic conclusion: Luciano has to 
die. Martin organises a funeral in the Italian mountain village of Oggia 
and informs Luciano’s mistresses. They bribe the local priest and an elderly 
couple from the village, who play his supposed parents.

When Luuk and Martin arrive to attend the ‘funeral’, they find that almost 
all of the mistresses have come to pay their last respects to their beloved 
boyfriend Luciano. This is followed by a series of events, some tragic, others 
hilarious, which eventually lead to Luuk Assante being unmasked.

Van Beelen’s third novel is a masterful literary comedy. What initially looks 
like a peculiar love story, eventually degenerates into an absurdist literary 
novel, which will put a smile on the reader’s face.

adri van beelen
The woman collector

adri van beelen is a writer and a journalist. 
His debute Celeste was celebrated in the Dutch 
press.
 

also published
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When Dutch location scout Bram Pebble  arrives in Helst – a town that is as 
gaudy as it is impoverished – looking for suitable locations for a film about 
a pyromaniac and a decadent Belgian family, he can feel things are going to 
go wrong. He is soon confronted by vandalism, threatening letters, being 
wrong-footed and bizarre events in this town on the outskirts of Brussels, 
with an ominous, Twin Peaks-like atmosphere. 
At the same time, he does his best to find out who is behind the threatening 
letters, which leads to a confusing wild goose chase. Meanwhile, he is 
beginning to suspect that his girlfriend in the Netherlands is cheating on 
him with his best friend.
Gradually the phlegmatic Pebble becomes increasingly unbalanced and 
loses his grip on reality, which in the end seems as fanciful as the story 
described in the screenplay. He appears to have entered a sadistic universe, 
in which he misreads the signs and fails to see the pitfalls.

An unusual novel, both a comedy of errors and a fatal drama.
 
 
the press about peter drehmanns

‘An excellent novel, razor sharp, aggressive and bitter in an entertaining 
way.’ – nrc handelsblad ✴✴✴✴ 

title 
The fire in everyting 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 304 p. 
previous books 
◆ De man die brak

peter drehmanns
The fire in everything

peter drehmanns is a writer and a poet.  
He has published nine novels, a collection 
of short stories and three books of poetry. 
Drehmanns is celebrated for his poetic style 
and humour, which is inextricably linked to his 
ironic view of life. His work has been translated 
into German and Italian.

 

also published
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title 
Stranded 
edition 
2013, Paperback, 320 p. 
previous books 
◆ Single & Sexy (2008)
◆ Turbulentie (2009)
 [Heyne – Germany]
◆ Status OK (2010)
◆ Crash (2011)
 [Heyne – Germany] 
◆ Moederhart

One of the things recently divorced Laura van Driel dreads most is going 
on holidays with her two boys on her own. Despite this she decides to go to 
one of those all-inclusive resorts in Turkey. The holiday starts with a delayed 
flight, which makes them miss the shuttle to the hotel. 
Once on their destination she and the boys enjoy their holiday. Although 
there are some single fathers that flirt with her Laura makes sure there is 
a certain distance. After her stranded marriage caused by the adultery of 
her ex Jochem, she is not ready for a new affair. But when she meets John 
and they go on a tour together, Laura discovers that not all men are after an 
affair.

the press about mariette middelbeek:

‘Mariëtte Middelbeek has proven once and for all she is the Dutch  
answer to Jill Mansell and Sophie Kinsella! Chapeau!’  
– chicklit.nl

‘...a very emotional and touching story, beautiful written!’  
– libelle 

mariet te middelbeek
Stranded

mariëtte middelbeek published 5 novels, 
4 short stories books. Her next novel Stranded 
wil be published in 2015. In 2014 she decided 
and made a switch to juvenile fiction for girls 
in the age of 11-14. Her first two thrillers, 
Beachguard and Eyewitness were succesfully 
released and already sold over 5.000 copies 
each. 
 
Middelbeek’s books have sold more than 
300.000 copies.

also published
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After Rita Spijker’s daughter informs her that she is about to become a 
grandmother, she notices a change in her diary entries. A whole range 
of new subjects emerge. As she writes, she explores the significance of 
becoming a granny, growing into her new role. Hope, worry and intense joy 
colour the spring and summer months of the pregnancy.

In Birth of a Granny Rita Spijker gives us a candid, wide-eyed account of 
her anticipation of her grandchild’s birth. She writes about her deepening 
relationship with her daughter, about her own pregnancies and the death 
of her second child, about the role of mothers, grandmothers, sisters and 
friends.

Pregnancy and birth are as old as humanity, and yet for those who 
experience them there is no greater miracle.

the press about her novels

‘Novels about the relation between sisters tend to be rather dull, but in 
Between sisters Rita Spijker created four interesting characters. This is a 
book that you will read without a pause, and once you have turned the 
last page you realize that the whole world is asleep.’ – www.vrouw.nl

title 
Birth of a Granny 
edition 
2014, Paperback, 352 p.
previous books
◆ Kreukherstellend (2006)
◆ Tussen Zussen (2007)
◆ Licht op mijn huid (2009)
◆ De liefste moeder die ik   
 ooit ken (2010)
◆ Ver van mij (2012)
◆ Rauwe dagen (2013)

rita spijker
Birth of a Granny

rita spijker published her first novel Drip 
dry in 2006. Her second novel Between sisters 
sold over 150.000 copies. This success was 
followed by Light on my skin, de short stories 
The most lovely mother I knew and her latest 
succes Far from me.

Her books sold over 350.000 copies.

 

also published
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title 
The Eschatos Betrayal 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 384 p. 
previous books 
◆ Invisible Power
 
 
 
 
 
english 
translation 
available  
in june 2015

During a stormy night on the Eiger in Switzerland, seventeen-year-old 
Claudia Schaidler disappears. She is the daughter of the wealthy 
industrialist Matthieu Schaidler, the owner of a pharmaceutical giant and a 
director of the Bank of International Settlements (bis) in Basel.
mi5 agent Josh McFarren is put on the case. This is a boost to McFarren’s 
career, whose last field assignment was three years ago. After being briefed 
by mi5, McFarren visits the scene of the kidnapping. He travels on to 
Geneva for a short meeting with Schaidler, who is overly calm about the 
kidnapping of his daughter. A murder and a disappearance put McFarren 
on the trail of the Order of Malta.
He follows Schaidler’s trail to his pharmaceutical company chore, in 
Delhi, and discovers that all sorts of things are not right. It gradually 
becomes clear to him that a sinister game is played: a bid for power dubbed 
Eschatos (the last days) which will result in the death of billions of people. 
McFarren has no choice but to form an alliance with the largest criminal 
organisation in Asia in order to stop the perpetrators.

In this exciting action thriller, Flennok gives a realistic portrayal of 
something that has been threatening the world for decades. What if the 
most powerful people in the world should decide to deploy their resources 
and machinery to eliminate a large part of the world’s population?
 
What if the most powerful people in the world find a way to eliminate a 
large part of the world’s population?

robin e.  flennok
The Eschatos Betrayal

robin e. flennok is the pseudonym (an 
anagram) of author and businessman Roelof 
Bennink. After a successful career in business, 
Bennink has taken up writing. His début novel, 
Invisible Power, was published in 2011.
 

also published
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Regal betrayal is the fourth spy novel in the Graham Marquand series, a 
series of thrillers about the all too real, and to-date unresolved issue that 
Americans either call ‘the last secret’ or ‘the biggest scandal’ of the Vietnam 
War: the fate of American prisoners of war. Brothers’ Blood, Operation 
Freeborn and The Candidate have already been published.

Laos 1975. After seizing power, the new rulers force king Sisavang Vatthana 
to abdicate and he is put under house arrest. The Communists wreak 
havoc: tens of thousands of supporters of the former regime are banished 
to ‘re-education camps’ and more than three hundred thousand civilians 
flee the country. Some of them form resistance groups which fight the new 
regime from neighbouring Thailand and want to restore the old regime.
The cia organises a commando to carry out the rescue mission. Under 
the command of Graham Marquand, the group crosses the Mekong to 
rescue the king. The communist regime in neighbouring Vietnam, which 
supported the coup in Laos, is dead-set against the restoration of royal 
power in Laos. The death of the king would solve the problem.
In their attempt to accomplish their mission, both Graham Marquand and 
the Vietnamese death squad get hopelessly tangled in a web of conspiracies: 
they are being obstructed by the royalists. The monarchy is deeply rooted 
in Laotian society. There are even prominent Laotian communists who 
are half-brothers and cousins of the monarch. And these family ties are 
very strong. Ex-king Vatthana is protected on many levels – he is even 
safeguarded by the spirits and gods.

title 
Regal betrayal 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 320 p. 
previous books 
◆ Brothers’ Blood
◆ Operation Freeborn 
◆ The Candidate

roel thijssen
Regal betrayal

roel thijssen is a writer and journalist.  
The Graham Marquand-series received literary 
praise and sold over 30.000 copies. In his books 
Thijssen writes with fascination for the East-
Asian region, it’s religion and cultures and the 
military conflicts. 

 

also published

 
the press about roel thijssen:

‘Well written, an interesting plot and excels 
thanks to the way the author portrays the 
oppressive atmosphere.’ – de volkskrant
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title 
Lost 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 256 p. 
previous books 
◆ Adultery
 
 
 
 
 

Art historian Jules Meijerdaal hasn’t seen his wife Lotte for several months. 
Lotte is in a psychiatric hospital because she wanted to murder her 
husband. In pursuit of the reason behind it, he decides to visit her in the 
clinic. He speaks to the doctor treating Lotte. The doctor wants to know 
what happened prior to Lotte’s murder attempt, and which events explain 
her strange behaviour of late. Jules tells how he and Lotte lived in Portugal, 
as he was doing art historical research for a book there. And about his 
search for a missing tile tableau. Jules also tells about the death of their 
newborn daughter Lizanne during their stay in Portugal, the period after 
the dramatic event and their return to the Netherlands.
A few weeks after the conversation with the doctor, Jules makes an 
unexpected discovery. He decides to go back to Portugal, where he is again 
confronted with the past. And with the truth!

In her second psychological thriller, Clarice Janzen tells the story of the love 
between a man and a woman, which is severely tested by the mysterious 
death of their newborn baby. Until fate strikes! The fascinating history 
surrounding the mystery of Lotte, Jules and Lizanne unfolds ingeniously.
 
A talented young writer’s second thriller. 

cl arice janzen
Lost

clarice janzen  is a young talented 
writer. With Adultery and Lost she wrote two 
magnificent psychological thrillers.
 

also published

the press about her first thriller 
adultery:

‘Really a page turner.’ ‘ – trouw  ✴✴✴✴✴
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When three women are murdered and the only link between them is a 
dating site named Dare2Date, Undercover Agent Sanne Romeijn infiltrates 
in the internetcompany to find information about the possible identity the 
serial killer. But she can not find any clues, which leaves her no alternative 
but to go on a date with some of the suspects.

title 
Nights of silence 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 256 p. 
books by  
linda van rijn 
◆ Last Minute
◆ Piste Alarm (2011)
◆ Blue Curacao (2012)
◆ Vakantievrienden (2012)
◆ Winter Chalet (2012)
◆ Viva Espana (2012)
◆ Off Piste (2013)
◆ Villa Toscane (014)
◆ Voetbalvrouwen (2014)
◆ Ski Resort
◆ Vive la France
books by  
sandrine jolie
◆ Undercover (2013)
◆ Red light (2014) 
◆ Soixante Neuf

linda van rijn |  
 sandrine jolie

Nights of silence

linda van rijn was invented because of 
the success of the holiday thrillers by Suzanne 
Vermeer. The LvR thrillers sold over 200.000 
copies and reached top 10 positions in the 
Dutch best selling list. The winter thrillers 
all play in Austria, one of the favorite skiing 
countries for the Dutch.

sandrine jolie is written by the same author 
as the LvR thrillers. The G-serie is a serie of 
erotic thrillers for the female reader combining 
police detectives and erotic literature. 

 

also
 publish

ed

Soixante Neuf is the first 
book in the G-series, 
thrillers in which crime 
and erotica are combined 
in a subtle and exciting 
way.
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big little whale
Little Whale is big. Big enough for a deeper dive, he thinks. Down further 
and further, because that’s where all the adventure lies! He meets sea 
animals with razor-sharp teeth, with stringy feet and gigantic eyes. It’s all 
really exciting, but exciting can be dangerous. Little Whale might be big, 
but the sea is still much bigger.

In Big Little Whale Mariken Jongman and Yoko Heiligers tell the exciting 
tale of Little Whale looking for adventure in the deep sea.

mummy what’s on my head?
One day a young deer feels something strange on his head. It’s a terrible 
shock – there are two bumps growing there! But what are those things? 
His mother doesn’t know and says, ‘Shall we ask daddy?’ Together they go 
in search of his father. On their way the little deer tries to find out why he 
has these bumps. He meets other animals that have things on their heads 
too. Are they antennae? Or could they be horns? Is it a dreamcatcher? 

Just as the little deer is on the point of giving up his quest, they find his 
father, who turns out to have something really big on his head! The little 
deer begins to understand that the antlers belong to him and make him 
more beautiful. Just as he thinks he’s found a happy, carefree life, something 
unexpected happens. 

yoko heiligers
Big Little Whale | 
Mummy What’s on my Head?

title 
Big Little Whale
[Tulipan – Germany] 
edition 
2014, hardcover, 40 p. 
previous books 
◆ Mummy What’s on my 
Head 

yoko heiligers (1983) is an artist. She was 
educated at ArtEZ Institute of the Arts in 
Zwolle. She has illustrated a range of books. 
For Marmer she illustrated the collection 
of short stories De liefste moeder die ik ooit 
ken by Rita Spijker. In 2010 she created the 
reading and picture book Draaf met mij with 
Rita Spijker. Mummy, What’s on my Head? is 
her first picture book of her own. She created 
the picture book Big Little Whale (2014) with 
author Mariken Jongman. 

also published

‘A beautifully illustrated book with a minimum 
of words, that shows us the delicate story off 
a young dear that discovers that something is 
growing on his head. Heiligers illustrations are 
very detailed and full of humor.’  
– yolanda roosen, ndb biblion

‘Heiligers dear jump around in this beautiful 
book in joyful colours. The artist changes her 
perspective a few times (close ups followed 
by drawings in bird- or frogperspective). The 
result is a dynamic story with tender, fresh 
illustrations.’  
– veerle uyttersprot, pluizer.be 
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Your unconscious motivations drive you 24/7. They determine 95% of 
your behaviour. Every coach, manager and educator should understand 
why an insight into motivations is so important. Understanding your 
motivations helps you move forward. Only then will you discover the ideal 
you’re pursuing, what you most of all want to avoid, and how you end up 
frustrating yourself and those around you.
This kind of awareness gives you more control over your own life and you 
can decide to do the things that are good for you. When you know who 
you are and why you do the things you do, you realise why it is so hard to 
change your behaviour. You can truly become the best version of yourself. 
You just need to know what to do, and what to avoid doing.
In The Five Principles of Effective Coaching psychologist Monique Schouten 
explains the theory on unconscious motivations. The combination of 
theory and practical case studies makes this book very accessible and 
essential for those who want to better understand their unconscious 
motivations. It offers a leap forward for organisations and companies that 
want to invest in their human capital.

Get the best out of yourself and others!

title 
The five principles of effective 
coaching 
edition 
2015, Paperback, 320 p. 
previous books 
◆ The burnout factor
◆ De beste versie van jezelf 
 
 
 

the complete book is 
available in english 
translation

monique schou ten
The five principles of effective 
coaching 

monique schouten is a psychologist and 
writer. She manages her own Academy in 
which she trains and coaches business teams 
and educates coaches on her model. She is an 
expert on unconscious motivations and the 
Enneagram Theory. 

 

also published

Monique Schouten also published The burnout 
factor (how our unconscious motivations 
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